Festivals are a time of togetherness, one that binds the entire
company into a bond of Happiness & Joy.
Celebrating festivals with colleagues is like a breath of fresh air! Especially,
when it comes to Pongal, what matters is the togetherness of the entire
company during the celebration of the festival. Celebrated in Tamil Nadu as
a harvest festival, Pongal is celebrated for good luck and the prosperity that
it brings along. This year, our Pongal Thiruvizha was celebrated on the 13th
& 14th of Jan’2020. A wide range of activities such as Pongal Making
Competition, Pullikolam, Tug of War (men & women), carnival stalls & DJ
night. A special troupe were also brought in to jazz up the event and boy did
they put on a show to remember for years!!
An Allsec Pongal tradition, the leadership team were invited to light the traditional lamp followed
by which Mr. Ashish Johri (CEO) officially kick started the festivities & celebrations by lighting
the first fire stick for the pongal making competition.

Chennai

Pullikolam – A traditional art using powdered rice

Tug of War

Carnival themed stalls – fortune telling, balloon shooting, games & snacks

Dance Troupe & Dj Night

Mens tug of war winners –
led by Israth Ali

Vrushabh Kotagund

Mr. Vrushabh Kotagund – General Manager (HRO) who
was earlier an employee of Coachieve and then became a
part of Allsec Technologies after it’s merger last year is a
seasoned professional with over 15 years of experience,
primarily into HR Operations. His Key focus in the recent few
years has been with Labor law Advisory, Implementation,
Setting up compliance framework, Delivery for PAN India
locations and Audit Operations.
Here is what he had to say when we caught up with him…..

Q1) First off, thank you taking sometime out of your busy schedule and agreeing to do
this interview. Many of us have only heard of you by name and have never had the
opportunity to meet you or interact with you. Could tell us a little about your
background, early life & work experience ?
Z'͗ At the onset, I would like to thank the HR team for providing me this opportunity and platform. If
it were to be a candid question, I would have written a book on my childhood which will run into
thousands of memories and pages. Well, my childhood was filled with adventures and being on the
field rather than in the classroom as was the norm. May be you can say, field life has been in my DNA
from a very early age. The kind of learning you have out there on the field, visiting new places,
meeting different people, experiencing various cultures and most importantly the challenges, is way
beyond theory. I had completed my entire education in Belgaum (bustling city now in North
Karnataka, bordering Maharashtra and Goa). Until last couple of years, many didn’t knew where
Belgaum was located on the Map. But recently it is in the news almost every other day for good and
bad reasons (unfortunately one the highest COVID cases as well). Like my childhood, my first job too
was adventurous and I don’t know whom to thank, but today whatever I am as a Professional, a lot
of credit goes to those first 2 years. The best part of it was having a great leader as my Manager,
whom till today I am in touch with . In fact, recently I had invited him for a guest lecture in one of our
Allsec off site events. I started my corporate journey with Reliance Infocomm. A varied role which included both Sales and Operations. While
moving to larger cities is everyone’s dream, I also chose to move to Bengaluru. Specific skilled jobs were scarce during that time, apathy was that
manufacturing industry was in bad shape. ITES was the poster boy of the industry during that time and hence I made a decision to achieve
something in that field. I Joined Convergys and had a long stint with various programs being added to my kitty including the last one which was an
HRO Process and then it was no looking back.
Q2: We are closing in on the 1 year anniversary of CoAchieve becoming a part of Allsec. How has it been so far as an
employee of Allsec and what were your first impressions when joined us?
Z'͗ As a professional who has spent a great amount of time in HRO, it was a proud moment for me when Quess announced the acquisition of Allsec
Technologies. In fact, it was a dream come true. From the time I had joined CoAchieve, in various interactions with Quess Leaders, I had enunciated
that a strong payroll team and a good product is what will contribute to be the industry leaders. The best part was that we were not moving out of
the Quess family, but merely extending the family. This built a lot of confidence within me, which I was able to cascade to my team also. Our
attrition levels during the migration to Allsec are a testimonial. The migration to Allsec and its transformation will be compared to a nascent
elephant becoming an Airavata (A divine elephant with 5 trunks and known for its might and fighting sprits in Hindu mythology).
Q3: HRO is predominantly payroll services & statutory compliance, so how did you go from being a graduate in Production
Engineering to General Manager – HRO? More importantly what made you end up shifting your field?
Z'͗ I would dedicate this question to my nature. I Have been happy go lucky all the while. As mentioned in one of the above answers, when we
graduated, manufacturing was at an all time low. Most importantly there wasn’t any career path in many of the organized industries. To ensure
sustainability, I had to pick up any of the available avenues which appeared bright and ensured a right career path. Though the field chosen was
different, but honestly, the qualification helped me a lot. Production Engineering syllabi also captured a lot of subjects like Principles of
Management, Operations Research and Managerial economics. So getting our feet settled at an early stage was not too difficult. In fact, I was one
of the few who had completed a successful internal project with a complete Time and Motion Study in a BPO process which helped the project to
enhance productivity and efficiency by cutting down and reinventing certain process tasks.
Q4: How do you manage your free time given the amount of roles & responsibilities that you have? Also, what do you
normally do during your leisure time and what are your hobbies/interests?
Z'͗ I have been a firm believer of WORK HARD and PARTY HARD. However party hard doesn’t mean you hit the pub each time. Your party hard
should be more of ME time and off course FAMILY TIME. I hit the road every time I have an opportunity. I love unplanned road trips. That keeps the
ME in ME ALIVE. Cooking is something, I have been practicing and trust me, it’s a great way to unwind and that too, over some soothing music, adds
icing on the cake.
Q5: You are an excellent example of someone who studied engineering and ended up getting into a field that is not entirely
related, we at Allsec have a lot of engineers and millenials, what is your advice to them?
Z'͗ I do not want to be a preacher here, but one thing is for sure, we Indians have a unique way of adaptability. That adaptability is also
complemented by a sense of “Jugaad”. Jugaad is a hindi word most commonly used in North India and the wiki meaning is “a flexible approach to
problem-solving that uses limited resources in an innovative way”. Both of these characters of Adaptability and Jugaad, if used in the right context
can work wonders. And to all qualified engineers, I can bet these 2 characters were injected and infused during the 4 years of graduation. So
engineers should take these as strengths and no matter which game you play, be confident and the field will be yours. Apart from this, some part of
the DNA in me, a lot of credit goes to my parents. My father served in the Defence as a Doctor and coming from a Defence family, my father has
always led by an example of Hard Work, Sincerity and Loyalty. These are some fundamentals which still are of high worth in todays’ times as well.
Yes, sometimes I feel the millennials are distanced and believe in shortcuts. There is never a short cut to success or a happy life. On the contrary,
Adaptability and Jugaad will bring new dimensions in the era of millennials. I just wish them all the very best.
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Standing (From left) – Praveen, Santhosh, Prem Sai, Vinoth, Israth, Akash & Jeyan
Kneeling (From Left) – Mohd. Yasser, Manimala & Priyanka

Chennai

Radio Mirchi is a nationwide network of private
FM radio stations in India. It is owned by the
Entertainment Network India Ltd (ENIL), which is one of
the subsidiaries of The Times Group. Corporate Stars is
Radio Mirchi’s connect program where they collaborate
with several sponsors and conduct games and activities
for corporate employees.
On February 2020, Radio Mirchi’s Corporate Stars
program took place at the Chennai location. Several
employees took part in the activities & games. Those
who participated/won some really cool gifts.

Prize
Distribution

Chennai

It takes someone really brave to be a mother of someone strong to
raise a child and someone really special to love someone more
than herself. All the mothers to be were honored with a program to
remind them just how special they are and how they are an
inspiration to all of us.

At
As the saying goes, all work and no fun makes jack a dull boy.
Here’s as look at all the fun and wacky activities that were
conducted at the Chennai office.

Work

Arm Wrestling Competition

Paper Tent Construction

ESI Health
Camp
Employees' State Insurance (abbreviated
as ESI) is a self-financing social security
and health insurance scheme for Indian
workers. They have hospital all over the
country. A few of the doctors from one of
the ESI hospitals in Chennai conducted a
health camp for all employees covered
under ESI during the last week of
February.

Flag Hoisting

Conducted every year by the Admin team, the
inspector of the local police station was the
chief guest

Bengaluru

Just
like
Pongal,
Sankranti or Maghi, is a
festival day in the
Hindu
calendar,
dedicated to the Sun
god. It is observed
each year in the lunar
month of Magha which
corresponds with the
month of January as
per the Gregorian calendar and is a day the people of all South Indian states celebrate their
harvest. When it comes to celebrating our harvest & festivals, there are no stones unturned.
Employees were treated to a week long celebration of games and activities to celebrate this
special festival
Traditional Sweet Distribution

Ethnic Wear

Blind Drawing

Floor Bingo

Clay Pot Painting

Republic Day Celebrations

Republic Day Celebrations
Celebrating the joy of Republic Day is a time when we come together & celebrate our country
becoming a republic. The Bengaluru center celebrated this year’s R-Day with a wide range of
activities with all of them having the tri color as the theme.
Arts & Craft Competition

Tri Color Attire Day

Tri Color – Costume Design & Show

Dr. Purushothaman S (Sr.DGM – HR) met with the top
performers in the center during one of his visits over a nice
cup of coffee.

Coffee with
Dr.Purush

Purush spent a good one hour with the associates and tried
to understand their concerns, needs & feedback before
wrapping up the session by sharing a few words on the
importance of continuing the momentum on being a top
performer.

Started in 1985 by S.M.A. Jinnah, a visually challenged activist,
the Indian Association for the Blind (IAB) has been the pioneer in
empowering
the
visually
challenged
towards
selfreliance through various initiatives. It began with just eight
students. In the early years, it served as a tuition/guidance centre
that also provided hostel facilities for four visually challenged
boys.
Today, it has made remarkable progress, be it in the number of
lives it has touched or numerous services that are being offered.
Currently, in Tamil Nadu, around 30,000 odd blind people are
being educated and vocationally trained visually challenged
In an effort to support them however possible, we have collaborated with them to set up
stalls in the Chennai & Bengaluru office on many occasions. Employees can buy cookies,
cake & savories made by IAB. All the proceeds go towards the association’s rehabilitation &
education expenses.

Bengaluru
Certificate of Appreciation to all women employees

Mudra (Yoga) Session

Nail Art

Ice Cream Treat

Mehndi

Afternoon Movie Screening

Guess Speaker

Ms. Anu Nelson

Noida

Lohri
Celebrations
The festival of Lohri, which is celebrated primarily by
people in northern India, marks the end of winter season
and is traditionally believed to welcome the sun to the
northern hemisphere. Observed a night before
Sankranti/Pongal, this occasion involves a Puja around
the bonfire with offerings. Every year the Noida center
celebrates Lohri by conducting a bonfire and live music.

Langar
A Langar (Free meal for all) sponsored by the support team was held at the Noida
center for all employees on the auspicious occasion of Maha Shivratri on February.

At

Work

Coin Pyramid

Antakshari – Musical Game

Bob the Stacker

Morning Floor Workout

Dress your Boss – In Newspaper

Session on Cancer Awareness

On the occasion of World Cancer Day an informative
session on Cancer Awareness was organized through
Dr. Shivani Pawar – (Medical Oncology)

Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to
those who prepare for it today. A person who is educated is the one
who has learnt how to learn. Employees who were pursuing their
graduation while working with us & completed it were honored with a
memento and were asked to do a graduation walk to celebrate their
achievement.

Noida
Musical Chair

Tattoo Art Painting

Hair Styling

Make Up

Self Defense Class

Allsectech Manila completed 12 years a few months back and
to celebrate this incredible achievement various activities were
held through out the month.

Food Carts - All employees were treated to FREE Food such as Cotton Candy, Fish Balls, Ice Scramble and Cheese Sticks.

Allsec Anniversary Raffle – Gift Certificates

Loyalty Awards– Employees who completed 3, 5 & 7 years were awarded with Loyalty Certificates and customized Allsectech mugs

TALK

In partnership with their health maintenance
organization provider, a 2 hour Wellness talk was
conducted to give insights on the common illnesses
like Diabetes, Hypertension and Gastrointestinal
diseases. Participants were able to ask questions and
avail free consultations from the doctor who facilitated
the session.

Donation
Drive

On January 12, 2020, the Taal
Volcano in the Philippines awoke after
43 years of being quiet and began to
spew gases, ash, and lava into the
air. In the days and weeks that
followed, the eruption dropped a layer
of unusually wet, heavy ash on the
surrounding landscape, withering vegetation and turning the lush fields and forests into ghostly
gray. Dozens of people perished during the eruption. A donation drive was done to pool
resources and help out the victims of Taal Volcano eruption. The center was able to gather a
lot of food and non food items which were turned over to a charity.

Allsectech

Bazaar

Allsectech Manila, Inc. had another Payday Bazaar. This provided a venue for employees to promote
and sell a wide variety of products including food and clothes.

In celebration of Valentine’s Day, each department was
represented by a pair of male & female employees.
Participants played a series of games and earned points which
were computed. Pair with the highest points won Gift
Certificates.

For

Manila

In celebration of International Women’s Month, employees were asked to wear either WHITE or
PURPLE. Those who complied with the theme were able to join the raffle and winners were
awarded with GCs.

In partnership with Philippine Red Cross, the center had its
recurring Blood Donation Drive. Activity was open to all
employees and their relatives who wanted to donate. There
were 36 successful donors during the drive.

Our Silent Heroes
House Keeping & Security
Before the lockdown, our work place remained safe during the Covid-19 pandemic because
of them and them alone. While we were all safe at home, many of them came to work to
continue keeping our workplace safe & clean. Even after the lockdown ends and when we
return to work, they will continue to keep us safe. Let us be thankful for their efforts and
dedication. The next time you see them, greet them with a smile, thank them and most
importantly make them feel appreciated.

THANK YOU HOUSE KEEPING & SECURITY!!!!

Preventive Measures Taken @ Allsec

As we near the end of the lockdown, our Admin team have been sweating it out day and night with the
housekeeping team and vendors to get our work place ready. Social distancing squares have been laid out
to ensure we maintain distance from each other. Workstations, common areas, common touch points &
office cabs are being cleaned at a higher frequency with disinfectant.
Chennai

Bengaluru

Noida

Manila

We will continue with these tasks until things return to normal

Winner

Crucible

Crucible is an annual leadership development
program help for AVP’s and above across all the
Quess group of companies. This was their 3rd
edition. At the end of the program teams are
formed and projects need to be submitted that will
help in one of the follow:
1) Cost Cutting
2) Digital Intervention & Transformation
3) Efficiency Building
4) New Revenue Stream

Daniel Mahimairaj (AVP-Projects) - Right ,was a part of the winning team. Others in the
team included - Ms. Deepa Ganapathy (VP- IT Staffing, QUESS IT STAFFING) - Middle
and Mr. Debajit Banerjee (AVP- Transitions, Conneqt) – Left.

Employee Contribution

Photography by D Pitamber Reddy
Customer Care Executive
Noida

Photography by Ajith P
Customer Care Executive
Bengaluru

Poem by Shrinisha J
Transaction Monitoring Officer
Bengaluru

Painting by Manjushree S
Process Trainer
Bengaluru

Photography by Karunamoorthy M
Team Manager – Technology
Chennai

New Borns

Parents: Shama Parveen & Amresh kumar
DOB: 24-Mar-2020
Baby Name: Druvish

Parents: Gregory Manoj & SreeVidhya
DOB: 28-Feb-2020
Baby Name: Raphael John Gregory

Parents: Kaviyarasan. M & Anitha R
DOB: 27-Feb-2020
Baby Name: Sanjana K

Wedding Bells

Shreya Phaldesai (HRO) weds Mandar Mahambre
Date: 12th of February 2020
Kavitha G (Ops) weds Suresh D (Ops)
Date: 12th of March 2020

Navneet Kaur (Trainer) weds Honey Singh
Date :28th of February 2020

